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 Laroze de Drouhin Bourgogne Chardonnay Code: C1861519 12 Bottles £155
This is the only white made by Laroze de Drouhin and comes from vineyards around the villages of Fixin and Marsannay-La-Côte. It’s a really elegant 
style and very smart for a humble Bourgogne Blanc with pure, fresh fruit and balancing crisp acidity. 

Laroze de Drouhin Bourgogne Pinot Noir Code: C0979819 12 Bottles £155
The Bourgogne Rouge comes from plots on the lower slopes around Morey-Saint-Denis and Chambolle Musigny, all hand-picked with gentle 
pressing and fermentation. Really quite serious for a Bourgogne, it has a rich, dark fruit profile with lovely freshness.

Laroze de Drouhin Fixin Code: C2547719 12 Bottles £260
Averys recognised the quality at Laroze de Drouhin from the outset and bought Caroline’s very first vintage in 2008. Her Fixin has always offered 
lovely Burgundy character at an affordable price. The 2019 is streamlined and elegant with fresh, floral fruit and a lot of charm.

“If you have not discovered the Bachelet brothers yet, it’s time to do so.”   
Neal Martin, The Wine Advocate .

Bachelet Monnet was only founded in 2005 but brothers Marc and 
Alex Bachelet in the village of Dezize-lès-Maranges are already 
considered among Burgundy’s elite producers.   

You’ll find a more extensive list of their wines, including their equally 
excellent value Bourgogne Blanc, on page 11.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot

Laroze de Drouhin is managed by Caroline Drouhin, daughter of Philippe, and the winemaking is done at the Drouhin Laroze 
cellars (p10). Caroline purchases grapes from growers in some of the commune’s top vineyard sites that complement Drouhin 
Laroze’s impressive vineyard holdings

Laroze de Drouhin

“Producing classy wines of crystalline purity, this address 
already belongs on any list of Chablis’s best”   robertparker.com.

Samuel Billaud was winemaker at his family winery, 
Domaine Billaud-Simon, before he struck out on his own 
in 2009. The wines here are really exciting and once again, 
we were taken with their intense concentration, minerality 
and precision. 

This historic family estate was first created in 1765 and is today looked after by Vincent Rapet. Based in the village of Pernand-
Vergelesses, the vineyards lie on and around the hill of Corton.

The Girardin family have been growers for 13 generations and in 1981, Jean Girardin divided the estate between his four children. Yves, who 
initially had just three hectares, has now grown his domaine to 21 hectares and has also purchased the family property, Château de la Charrière.

Samuel Billaud Chablis 1er Cru Les Vaillons Vieilles Vignes Code: C3769819 12 Bottles £240
This comes from a single plot of 60-year-old vines within the Vaillons 1er Cru and is fermented and aged in stainless steel. It has an attractive floral 
nose with lovely intensity of juicy, fresh fruit. Ripe and silky on the palate with lots of energy and drive to the long finish.

Domaine Rapet Père et Fils Pernand Vergelesses 1er Cru Sous Fretille Code: B0923219 6 Bottles £195
From 50-year-old vines and fermented and aged in oak, this has a creamy oatmeal nose. Weighty and rich with a mineral-laden palate and zingy,  
fresh acidity.

Domaine Yves Girardin Santenay 1er Cru La Maladière Code: C3485319 12 Bottles £195
La Maladière is one of only 11 1er Cru vineyards in Santenay and is situated on steep, south-facing slopes above the village of Santenay itself.  
There’s lovely ripe blackberry and strawberry fruit on the nose with fresh, brambly blackberry and cherry fruit on the palate. Long and really charming. 

Samuel Billaud Chablis Grand Cru Bougros Code: B3770219 6 Bottles £300
Fermented and aged for 12 months in oak casks, this will spend a second winter in stainless steel to extend the ageing on the fine lees. Mineral, fresh and pure 
with lovely floral fruit, honeysuckle, cracked shell and stony freshness. There’s beautiful precision here with a full, rich texture and again, an incredibly long finish.

Samuel Billaud Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre Code: C3770119 12 Bottles £295
Montée de Tonnerre is considered one of Chablis’ finest vineyards – a Grand Cru in all but name. A beautiful ripe, baked apple nose with hints of 
oyster shell and sea salt. Fresh and ripe with lemon peel, grapefruit and lovely zip. Very long finish. 

Domaine Yves Girardin Santenay Sous le Roche Blanc Code: C3485219 12 Bottles £210
Yves’ white Santenay spends around 12 months in barrel and the oak comes through on the nose with zippy fruit on the palate, a touch of sweet spice 
and a long creamy finish. 

Samuel Billaud Chablis Grand Cru Blanchots Code: B3935619 6 Bottles £300
This has a gorgeous ripe, floral bouquet with incredible concentration and power. Beautifully layered with lots of minerality, juicy acidity and a soaring, 
intense finish.

Samuel Billaud 

Domaine Rapet Père et Fils

Domaine Yves Girardin 

The Berthenets have been growing grapes for around 400 years but the domaine itself wasn’t established until 1974. Initially, they 
sold grapes to the co-op but since 2001 have been bottling their own wines. 

Domaine François Berthenet Montagny 1er Cru Vieilles Vignes Code: C3140119 12 Bottles £160
The Vieilles Vignes comes from the Berthenet’s oldest plots, on excellent hillside vineyards in Montagny. Partially aged in oak casks, it’s a buxom, buttery 
style harnessed by crisp mineral acidity. Intense and concentrated with ripe orchard fruit, flinty notes and a really long finish, it’s impressive stuff.

Domaine François Berthenet

Samuel Billaud

Burgundy 2019: Best Buys
These are wines that we consider to be among the best value of the 2019 Burgundy vintage.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Bourgogne Rouge

Code: C2373419 12 Bottles £160
Lifted, fresh and fragrant with rich, pure raspberry fruit, fine grained tannins and 
a silky, fine texture, this has to be one of the best value Pinot Noirs being made 
in Burgundy! 

Marc &  
Alex Bachelet
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“This is an estate whose wines I recommend with much enthusiasm.” 
robertparker.com. 

The Monnier family established their estate in Meursault in 1720 
and today own around 16 hectares between Beaune and Puligny 
Montrachet. Father and son Jean-Claude and Nicolas make wines that 
offer extraordinary price versus quality for Burgundy. These wines are 
among our personal favourites every vintage.

First established in 1879, Dubreuil-Fontaine in the 
hillside village of Pernand-Vergelesses is today run 
by 5th generation Christine Dubreuil. The family 
own and live in Clos Berthet, Pernand-Vergelesses’ 
only monopole, and both the red and white from 
these vineyards are excellent. 

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Beaune-Montrevenots 1er Cru Blanc

Code: C2545719 12 Bottles £195
Montrevenots is a 1er Cru vineyard at the southern limits of Beaune. It’s a 
focussed, fresh style with hints of lemon and creamy oak. Lovely concentration 
with flint and stony minerality and a very long, citrussy finish. Excellent.

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Meursault

Code: C2545019 12 Bottles £290
The Meursault comes from old vines and has wonderful balance between richness 
and freshness. The fleshy, ripe fruit is layered with creamy new oak and hints of 
oatmeal. Fresh, focussed and expansive with a long, classy, new oak finish. 

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Meursault-Genevrières 1er Cru

Code: B2194819 6 Bottles £210
Tight, concentrated and fresh with powerful, floral fruit and creamy new oak. 
Full and structured but with lots of freshness too and a long, concentrated finish. 

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Meursault-Charmes 1er Cru

Code: B2545619 6 Bottles £200
Les Charmes is a fabulous Meursault 1er Cru and this rivals many of the white 
Grand Crus. Really ripe and fresh with a floral nose and impressive concentration 
on the palate. It has great drive and energy with a long, powerful finish.

Domaine Jean Monnier Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine

The Chavy family have a long history in Puligny and the wines used to be bottled under the label Domaine Gerard Chavy et Fils. In 2003, the two 
brothers split the vineyards to create their own domaines and Alain owns around seven hectares. These are classically styled, very elegant whites.

Jean-Marc Pillot took over his family domaine in Chassagne-Montrachet in 1991. He’s deservedly considered one of the best 
producers in Chassagne and his wines are increasingly sought after, so we’re thrilled to be able to offer his 2019s.

Domaine Alain Chavy Bourgogne Blanc Code: C3938719 12 Bottles £115
Delicate yet ripe on the nose with pretty floral notes. It’s lean and focussed, really quite refined for a Bourgogne Blanc, with a perfumed lemon 
freshness running through to a long, mineral finish.

Domaine Jean-Marc Pillot Saint-Romain La Périère Code: C3946719 12 Bottles £215
La Périère is a lieux-dit in the central part of Saint-Romain, an undervalued appellation in the hills behind Meursault. Elegant and fresh with pretty 
melon and ripe apple fruit enhanced by creamy Burgundian oak. Lovely concentration and great length. 

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine Pernand-Vergelesses Rouge Clos Berthet Monopole Code: C3938619 12 Bottles £220
A fresh and fragrant Pinot Noir, this has plenty of sweet dark fruit on the nose with a touch of spice. Elegant and delicate on the palate with pretty 
red berry fruit – raspberry, cherry and strawberry – and lovely freshness.

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine Pernand-Vergelesses Rouge Code: C3136119 12 Bottles £195
Fresh and perfumed with creamy raspberry and cherry fruit, and a touch of sweet spice. Silky smooth with delicious richness and power building on 
the palate. The fruit is ripe and well rounded with creamy soft tannin.

Domaine Alain Chavy Puligny-Montrachet Code: B3774419 6 Bottles £205
This is a really smart Puligny – very classic in style – with lovely sweet fruit and mineral notes on the nose. Nice focus and precision with creamy oak, 
crisp lemon acidity and a long, delicately floral finish.

Domaine Jean-Marc Pillot Chassagne Montrachet Code: C1145119 12 Bottles £365
Rich and creamy with lovely ripe, spicy-pear fruit and fragrant, toasty oak. Full and rounded with a lifted, fragrant finish, it’s beautifully balanced and 
wonderfully long.

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine Corton Bressandes Grand Cru Code: B3485719 6 Bottles £245
The hill of Corton is home to the only red Grand Crus of the Côte de Beaune and Dubreuil Fontaine’s plot is right in the middle of Bressandes on a 
steep slope. Beautifully elegant and perfumed with dark fruit and spice and a silky, fresh palate. Really long and powerful. 

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine Pernand-Vergelesses Blanc Code: C1595919 12 Bottles £210
Rich and perfumed with oatmeal and white flowers on the nose. Lovely contrast between the richness and freshness with a soft, velvety texture and 
bright floral fruit on the finish. 

Domaine Alain Chavy Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Folatières Code: B3774619 6 Bottles £290
A complex and creamy Puligny with delicate toasty oak, baked apple, lemon and stony minerality. There’s impressive, brooding power with an intensity 
that builds to a ripe, long finish.

Domaine Jean-Marc Pillot Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chenevottes Code: B3946819 6 Bottles £275
Les Chenevottes is at the northern end of Chassagne Montrachet and is home to Jean-Marc’s oldest vines. Beautiful sweet fruit and creamy fragrant 
oak on the nose with a silky, rich and concentrated palate. Incredible power but also great zip and minerality. Really elegant and long.

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru Code: B1596119 6 Bottles £395
From plots in En Charlemagne, this is a fresh, perfumed style of Corton-Charlemagne with lovely sweet citrus fruit and stony minerality. There’s a 
nice touch of oak and balanced, crisp acidity with a very long finish.

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine Pernand-Vergelesses Clos Berthet 1er Cru Monopole Code: C1596019 12 Bottles £325
Clos Berthet is a 1.5 hectare walled vineyard with vines around 40 years old. It’s a ripe citrus Chardonnay with a seam of fine minerality running 
through to the fresh, saline finish.

Domaine Alain Chavy Domaine Jean-Marc Pillot

Christine 
Gruere-Dubreuil 
and daughter 
Clementine

Nicolas Monnier at 
Domaine Jean Monnier
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Originally founded in 1529 by Jean Girard, this is one of the oldest domaines in Savigny. It’s thriving under the direction of Jean-Jacques 
who undoubtedly makes some of the best wines in the village.

The Buffet family has been making wine in Burgundy since 1692. Marc-Olivier Buffet took over from his father in 2005 and has 
taken the wines to another level. He has seven hectares of vineyards including prime holdings in Volnay and Pommard. 

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard 

Domaine François Buffet

Domaine Joseph Voillot

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Savigny-lès-Beaune Code: C0963419 12 Bottles £160
Fresh and juicy with very pretty red fruit aromas. Crisp and elegant with good weight of fruit on the palate and a lifted, long finish. 

Domaine François Buffet Volnay Code: C1593819 12 Bottles £324
An aromatic, open Volnay with intense, sweet dark berry fruit on the nose. It’s incredibly rich with a lush dark fruit profile and vibrant, fresh acidity. 

Domaine Joseph Voillot Bourgogne Pinot Noir Code: C2190819 12 Bottles £185
This has been a staple on our Burgundy en primeur list for several years and always proves very popular. It comes from vineyards around Volnay and 
Meursault and is a lovely, lifted Pinot Noir with mulberries, bramble fruit and a touch of rhubarb compote. 

Domaine Joseph Voillot Volnay Code: C1050919 12 Bottles £325
As always with Jean Pierre’s Volnay, this is tremendously elegant and tender. There’s wonderful fruit purity and tension with a silky, fine texture.

Domaine Joseph Voillot Pommard Code: C0955919 12 Bottles £340
Jean-Pierre’s Pommard comes from old vines averaging over 50 years of age and makes for a powerful, rich village wine but still with Jean Pierre’s 
characteristic grace and finesse. 

Domaine Joseph Voillot Volnay 1er Cru Champans Code: B1035719 6 Bottles £290
The vines average 60 years of age in this plot with some planted as early as 1934. These old vines give it a brooding sense of power with lush, rich fruit. 
Hints of mineral and salinity come through on the long expansive finish.

Domaine Joseph Voillot Volnay 1er Cru Fremiets Code: B2195819 6 Bottles £290
From a 1.5 acre plot with vines that date back to 1932. The fruit here is really plush and appealing with incredible persistence and a silky texture. 
Great focus and a long finish.

Domaine Joseph Voillot Pommard 1er Cru Epenots Code: B2192119 6 Bottles £390
Epenots and Rugiens are two 1er Crus that are fighting to obtain Grand Cru status in Pommard and tasting this and Jean-Pierre’s Rugiens (see below), 
it’s not hard to see why. Coming from 50+ years old vines, this is a powerful but tamed Pinot Noir with an outstanding balance of rich, dark fruit and 
subtle oak. Lovely purity and a long strident finish.

Domaine Joseph Voillot Pommard 1er Cru Pézerolles Code: B1051019 6 Bottles £390
Pézerolles sits just above Epenots on the border with Beaune and produces elegant and perfumed Pommards with lovely minerality. The ripe red fruit 
really shines, with fine-boned tannin and a long, focused finish.

Domaine Joseph Voillot Pommard 1er Cru Rugiens Code: B1059119 6 Bottles £395
Les Rugiens is a 1er Cru just south of Pommard and Jean-Pierre’s vines here date back to 1959. Not surprisingly, the concentration and richness of 
fruit is incredible, very full and ripe but also fresh and elegant. Beautifully balanced.

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Savigny-lès-Beaune 1er Cru Les Peuillets Code: C1423619 12 Bottles £230
Les Peuillets is the domaine’s largest Cru with east-facing vines averaging 45 years in age. There’s lots of super-ripe, sweet fruit on the nose with a full, 
rounded palate and a good bit of grip

Domaine François Buffet Pommard Code: C2195719 12 Bottles £348
Marc-Olivier’s Pommards always have a lot of finesse as well as power and the 2019 is no exception. A delicate, fragrant dark fruit nose with very fresh 
berry fruit on the palate. The texture is irresistibly silky but there’s still plenty of grip. 

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Beaune 1er Cru Clos de Roi Code: C3135519 12 Bottles £260
Clos du Roi is a 1er Cru at the northern end of Beaune. It’s a rich, ripe Pinot Noir with fragrant, zippy fruit, excellent concentration and a long finish.

Domaine François Buffet Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens Code: B1050619 6 Bottles £330
Marc’s flagship wine famously comes from vines over 100 years old. It’s lusciously concentrated with fleshy dark fruit and a distinct silkiness on the palate. 

Domaine François Buffet Volnay 1er Cru Clos de la Rougeotte Monopole Code: B3938819 6 Bottles £240
Clos de la Rougeotte is a monopole to the north-east of the village. It has a fragrant, sweet cherry fruit nose with lovely purity and creamy red fruit on 
the palate. Very delicate in style but not lacking in depth, with a long, ripe finish.

Etienne Chaix, nephew 
of Jean-Pierre Charlot at 
Domaine Joseph Voillot

Joseph Voillot retired in 1995 and the estate is now looked 

after by his son-in-law, Jean-Pierre Charlot (who had 

worked alongside Joseph for 15 years), one of our favourite 

winemakers in the Côte d’Or. He has a huge respect for 

Burgundy traditions and allows the terroir do the talking. 

He was joined at the family domaine in 2016 by his 

nephew, Etienne Chaix, and together they make wines of 

wonderful purity, delicacy and grace.
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The vineyards of Domaine Bertagna once belonged 
to the Cistercian monks, famous for founding Clos de 
Vougeot in the 13th century. The winery is today owned 
by the Reh family who have an exceptional collection 
of vineyards including five Grand Crus. They’re 
thrilled with their 2019 reds, which they consider to be 
reminiscent of the 1999 vintage, with intense colours, a 
firm, tannic structure and beautiful acidity.

Dominique Le Guen is the man behind these brilliant wines from the village of Chambolle-Musigny. In 2002, he took over 
from his father-in-law, Joel Hudelot, who founded the winery with his wife, Chantal Baillet. As Neal Martin writes, these are  
“delicious, nuanced wines that need but a sip to compel a purchase”. Robertparker.com. 

Domaine Bertagna Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet

Domaine Bertagna Vougeot Code: B2547819 6 Bottles £190
This is always popular as Vougeot is dominated by the 1er and Grand Crus and it’s not often you find a Village wine. It has a core of ripe red berry 
fruit with a silky, elegant finish.

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Code: B3151919 6 Bottles £235
The vines average 60+ years of age from several plots in Gevrey for this cuvée and it’s intensely concentrated and rich. A fragrant berry fruit and creamy 
oak nose leads into a delicious, raspberry ripple palate. 

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Hautes-Cotes de Nuits Blanc Code: B2547819 12 Bottles £190
This domaine has its heart and soul in Chambolle-Musigny, so makes mainly reds but has just one hectare devoted to whites. It has a lovely, appealing 
nose of sweet peaches and cream with a hint of oatmeal. There’s lovely weight on the palate with zippy fruit and a silken, creamy texture.

Domaine Bertagna Vougeot 1er Cru Clos de la Perrière Monopole Code: B1885019 6 Bottles £305
This is an extremely well-situated 1er Cru, between Clos de Vougeot and Musigny Grand Cru. Very delicate and elegant with dark fruit, spices and a 
touch of minerality. The finish is fresh, silky and long.

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Les Songes Code: B3770417 6 Bottles £255
This comes from two lieux-dits – En Songe and les Gueulepines – and all the vines are 70+ years old. It has a spiciness typical of old vine Pinot Noir 
with rich dark fruit and a firm finish. Concentrated but also elegant and fresh. 

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Hautes-Cotes de Nuits Rouge magnum Code: T2569019 3 Bottles £115
Always a smart buy, Dominique’s Hautes-Côtes de Nuits comes from a plot at the top of the village of Chambolle and could easily be mistaken for 
Chambolle-Musigny itself. With sweet, creamy black fruit on the nose and a firm but fresh palate, it’s nicely structured and very persistent.

Domaine Bertagna Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Murgers Code: B3490519 6 Bottles £295
Les Murgers is one of the most highly regarded Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Crus, located mid-slope on the Vosne-Romanée side of the village. 
Delicate aromas of red berries that build on the palate with hints of truffle spice. Exceptional concentration and length.

Domaine Heresztyn- Mazzini Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Champonnets Code: B3770519 6 Bottles £390
Les Champonnets is quite a high vineyard, close to the Grand Crus and this is one of their most structured and age-worthy Gevreys. It’s deep, rich 
and dense with concentrated dark fruit and floral freshness.

 Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Chambolle-Musigny Vieilles Vignes Code: B1433419 6 Bottles £240
This comes from vines between 50 to 90 years old and it’s incredibly concentrated with fleshy, ripe berry fruit, blueberries and a hint of forest floor. 
It has a lovely long finish with plenty of crisp acidity to balance the sweet fruit.

Domaine Bertagna Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Beaux Monts Code: B2194619 6 Bottles £305
Les Beaux Monts is magnificently located adjacent to Echezeaux Grand Cru. This has an incredible deep colour with dense dark fruit and a gorgeous 
mouth-filling, velvety texture.

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Goulots Code: B3151819 6 Bottles £390
This comes from a vineyard with a cool micro-climate which proved invaluable in the summer heat of 2019. It has wonderful purity of fruit with great 
intensity and hints of peppery spice. Very long and focused.

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru La Perrière Code: B3151719 6 Bottles £390
Considered the finest of the Gevrey 1er Crus, this is extremely elegant yet concentrated. Fresh, dark, sweet fruit predominates on the nose with firm, 
fragrant oak coming through on the palate.

Domaine Bertagna Clos Saint-Denis Grand Cru Code: B1885119 6 Bottles £575
Complex and richly layered with bramble and cherry fruit alongside floral and mineral notes. Remarkable intensity but also very elegant with stunning 
energy and a long, persistent finish.

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Millandes Code: B3152719 6 Bottles £390
As Tim Atkin wrote of the 2018 vintage, this is “always one of this Gevrey-based domaine’s best wines”. It has a dark, spicy and savoury, almost marmite-
like nose with black cherries, red fruit and fresh, herby notes coming through on the palate. Rich and creamy with good grip

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Clos Saint-Denis Grand Cru Code: B3152619 6 Bottles £990
A wine made for ageing, this has a tight, brooding nose with a rich core of intense fruit on the palate. Impressively ripe and concentrated but with 
lovely freshness too, it’s both powerful and elegant.

Eva Reh at Domaine Bertagna

Simon Mazzini at 
Heresztyn-Mazzini

“ Yes, I know the name is a bit of 
a tongue-twister, but trust me, 
the wines are worth seeking out.”  
Neal Martin. 

Domaine Heresztyn has been 
around since the 1930s but was 
re-born Domaine Heresztyn-
Mazzini in 2012 when Florence 
Heresztyn took over with her 
husband, Simon Mazzini, a 
highly regarded winemaker 
from Champagne. You can 
tell a huge amount of care 
and attention goes into these 
wines which are made using 
biodynamic practices. 
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Averys has a long-standing friendship with Remoissenet as the two families have been friends for over half a century. Roland 
Remoissenet retired in 2005 and the business is now overseen by Bernard Repolt, formerly of Louis Jadot, and Pierre-Antoine 
Rovani, former Burgundy editor at The Wine Advocate. 

We also have the following wines available in limited quantities. Please contact the fine wine team on finewine@averys.com  
for further information.

Philippe Drouhin has some of 
the most prestigious vineyard 
holdings in the entire Côte 
d’Or, with almost half of his 
vineyards boasting Grand Cru 
status. The sixth generation, 
Nicolas and Caroline, have now 
joined Philippe in the family 
business in Gevrey-Chambertin, 
with Caroline looking after the 
négociant business - Laroze de 
Drouhin (p2).

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot 

Remoissenet Père et Fils

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Gevrey-Chambertin Code: B1044419 6 Bottles £170
There’s a lovely prickled tension in this dark, brooding Gevrey with ripe berry fruit and forest floor notes. Very svelte and silky with an impressively 
long finish.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Maranges 1er Cru La Fussière Blanc Code: C1882019 12 Bottles £240

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Puligny-Montrachet Code: B1050719 6 Bottles £198

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot ‘Clos du Cromin’ Code: B2714319 6 Bottles £198

Domaine Antoine Jobard Bourgogne Blanc Code: B0979419 6 Bottles £123

Domaine Jean Grivot Vosne-Romanée Code: B0938419 6 Bottles £330

Domaine Jean Taupenot-Merme Morey-Saint-Denis Code: B3827719 6 Bottles £258

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les St Georges Code: B1025419 6 Bottles £750

Domaine Jean Taupenot-Merme Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru La Riotte Code: B3488019 6 Bottles £410

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Vaucrains Code: B0924319 6 Bottles £450

Domaine Jean Taupenot-Merme Auxey-Duresses 1er Cru Code: B3827019 6 Bottles £180

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges Code: B1051319 6 Bottles £210

Domaine Jean Taupenot-Merme Chambertin Mazoyeres Grand Cru Code: B3828319 6 Bottles £990

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Pruliers Code: B1684719 6 Bottles £350

Domaine Henri Gouges ‘Clos des Porrets St-Georges’ Code: B1025319 6 Bottles £270

Domaine Antoine Jobard Meursault En La Barre Code: B0941219 6 Bottles £264

Domaine Jean Grivot Nuits-St-Georges 1er Cru Roncière Code: B1050419 6 Bottles £588

Domaine Antoine Jobard Meursault 1er Cru Poruzots Code: B1031119 6 Bottles £408

Domaine Jean Grivot Clos Vougeot Grand Cru Code: T1036019 3 Bottles £600

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Maranges 1er Cru La Fussière Rouge Code: C0993619 12 Bottles £200

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Bourgogne Blanc Code: C1593219 12 Bottles £165

Remoissenet Père et Fils Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champs Gains Code: B1558619 6 Bottles £270
Sumptuous but well defined with bright fruit and nutty oak on the nose. Silky, elegant and fresh with a touch of citrus, lifted energy and a long, 
unfurling finish. Excellent.

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Code: B052819 6 Bottles £560
This one hectare plot is in the upper section of Clos de Vougeot known as ‘des Papes’ and was once reserved solely for the Popes of Avignon. 
Lovely purity and precision with dense fruit – blueberries and dark cherry – and a brooding, full finish.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Beaune 1er Cru Marconnets Code: C1031219 12 Bottles £345
Marconnets 1er Cru lies at the most northerly part of Beaune, close to Savigny. Spicy red fruit on the nose with a juicy, ripe berry palate. There’s an 
attractive touch of salinity with good freshness and a polished finesse.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Le Trio Code: B1592119 6 Bottles £295
Le Trio is a blend of 1er Cru fruit from Cherbaudes, Champonnets and Craipillots harvested and vinified together. There’s a restrained power to this 
Gevrey with dense, dark fruit and a hint of spice. Succulent and polished with excellent length.

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Bonnes Mares Grand Cru Code: B1036219 6 Bottles £650
Bonnes Mares is a Grand Cru that straddles the villages of Chambolle-Musigny and Morey-Saint-Denis and Drouhin Laroze’s plot lies within the 
Chambolle section. It’s full of dark fruit with black olive complexity and a long, undulating finish.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Beaune 1er Cru Bressandes Code: C3145519 12 Bottles £385
An elegant Beaune with dark berry fruit on the nose. Tender and beautifully balanced with firm, fine-grained tannin and lifted freshness.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru Code: B1032219 6 Bottles £630
Elegant but powerful with fragrant, floral fruit on the nose. Excellent drive and precision with fresh fruit and creamy, nutty oak. 

Domaine Antoine Jobard

Domaine Jean Grivot

Domaine Jean Taupenot-Merme

Domaine Henri Gouges
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B U Y I N G  
E N  P R I M E U R

Prices are per case in bond and exclude import taxes 
including duty, VAT and UK delivery which will be 
payable just prior to delivery. The wines in this offer 

will be available for delivery Autumn 2021.

I F  Y O U  W O U L D  L I K E 
M O R E  I N F O R M AT I O N

If you would like to find out more about the 2019 
vintage, buying en primeur or any of the wines 
included in this offer, please call the fine wine  

team on 01173 008 317 .

O T H E R  T H I N G S  Y O U 
N E E D  T O  K N O W . . .

Domaine Lamarche Bourgogne Pinot Noir Code: B2565519 6 Bottles £81

Domaine Louis Boillot Côte de Nuits Villages Code: C1433619 12 Bottles £264

Domaine Ghislaine Barthod Chambolle-Musigny Code: B1041719 6 Bottles £300

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Charmes Code: B1051119 6 Bottles £355

Domaine Lamarche Echézeaux Grand Cru Code: B0948319 6 Bottles £660

Domaine Louis Boillot Gevrey-Chambertin Code: B1902019 6 Bottles £207

Domaine Ghislaine Barthod Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Chatelots Code: B1041819 6 Bottles £468

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Bonnes-Mares Grand Cru Code: T1433519 3 Bottles £580

Domaine Lamarche La Grand Rue Grand Cru Monopole Code: T0947919 3 Bottles £1440

Domaine Louis Boillot Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Champonnet Code: B1036619 6 Bottles £351

Domaine Ghislaine Barthod Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Le Cras Code: B1080119 6 Bottles £534

Domaine Lamarche Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots Code: B1026219 6 Bottles £450

Domaine Lamarche Vosne-Romanée Code: B1036319 6 Bottles £255

Domaine Lamarche Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Malconsorts Code: B1044519 6 Bottles £585

Domaine Lamarche

Domaine Louis Boillot

Domaine Ghislaine Barthod

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet
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